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TROEDYRHIW 118 
 

 
PURPOSE OF THE REPORT: 
 
To determine an application to record a public right of way from Riverside 
Walk Abercanaid to Troedyrhiw. 
 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 
1.1  A claim to record a public right of way from Riverside Walk, Abercanaid 

 to Troedyrhiw was submitted to Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council 
 on the 16th September 1991. 
 

1.2  The County Borough Council is required by law to investigate the 
 evidence and make a decision based on that evidence as to whether a 
 public right of way exists, and if so its status. Section 53(3)(b) and (c) 
 Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 sets out the tests that need to be 
 met when reaching a decision; also current case law needs to be 
 applied. 

 
1.3 An order will only be made if the evidence shows that: (a) a right of way 
 “subsists” or is “reasonably alleged to subsist” or (b) “the expiration … 
 of any period such that the enjoyment by the public … raises a 
 presumption that the way has been dedicated as a public path”.      
 
1.4 The legal background is to be found at Agenda Item 3. 
 
1.5 The Route 
 
 As depicted by a bold black line on the plan, Troedyrhiw 118, the route 
 commences at its junction with the maintainable highway at Point A, 
 grid reference ST05720382 and proceeds in a general south-easterly 

 



 direction, passing its junction with Public Right of Way Troedyrhiw 200 
 before continuing to point B, grid reference ST005830378.  It then 
 continues in a general easterly direction to point C, grid reference 
 ST05890378.  The route then continues in a general south-easterly 
 direction to point D, grid reference ST05970373 where it crosses the 
 maintainable highway at Cardiff Street.  It then proceeds to point E, 
 grid reference ST06070361.  It continues in a general southerly 
 direction to point F, grid reference ST06090344 where it changes to a 
 general south-easterly direction and continues to terminate at Point G, 
 grid reference ST06420307, on maintainable highway, also the Taff 
 Trail. 
 
1.6 Land Ownership 
 
 Land Registry Searches have indicated that there are 4 owners:- 
 Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council 
 Dwr Cymru Cyfyngedig 
 Ryan International Ltd 
 Merthyr Tydfil Angling Association   
 
1.7 Maps 
 
 Sections of the route are depicted on the 1857, 1900, 1919, 1957 and 
 1970 Ordnance Survey Maps. 
 
1.8 Aerial Photographs 
 
 Sections of the route are visible on aerial photographs of 1945, 2001, 
 2003, 2006, 2008 and 2010. 
 
1.9 Site Visits 
 
 MTCBC officers have walked the route and there is a clearly 
 discernible path albeit that the path now diverts around the new 
 Abercanaid School and also in an area to the north of Cardiff Road. 
 
1.10 Investigation Report 
 
 An investigation report into this route was distributed to all interested 
 parties in January 2014.  The report contained all of the information 
 available to the Authority to that date. 
 
 Landowners made no further observations at that time. 
 
1.11 Landowners Observations 
 
 Merthyr Tydfil Angling Association made the following comments:- 
 
 “Members of Merthyr Anglers have used the footpath in this area for a 
 period of over 47 years to access our fishing rights on the east bank. 



 
 I understand that although the access has been difficult at the 
 Abercanaid end they have still used some of it as our main access to 
 the river.  You will be aware from the details that you have received 
 from Land Registry of our title to the fishing rights and the access point 
 we have claimed. 
 
 The land currently owned by Ryan fuels has been accessed by our 
 members over all this time as the previous owner was Abercanaid 
 Estates.  Indeed on this length we own the fishing rights as well as the 
 rights from Troedyrhiw Bridge to this area. 
 
 If you need us to fill in an extra form WCA.8A then we will do so. 
 
 We hope this will help to keep the important right of way open.” 
 
 The Estates Department at MTCBC made the following comments:- 
 

 “In response to your investigation report Ref: T118/CAJ/JR01 Estates 
 wish to make the following comments:- 
 
 Our concerns are in respect to the garage site identified as area A on 
 the attached  plan and that as part of the property review process this 
 site is being reviewed for disposal and from the plan included in the 
 report the right of way runs directly through a block of garages. 
 Confirmation of this and its exact width and location would be 
 gratefully received. 
 
 Our second concern is the area identified as Area B on the attached 
 plan, the right of way identified on the report plan runs directly 
 through the new Abercanaid Community School site, and in fact partly 
 through the actual building. Have comments from Education been 
 received in respect of this? This section of the claimed right of way, 
 being a school maybe enclosed and will therefore mean access is 
 restricted. How enforceable is this right of way if it is granted? Could 
 we potentially have to allow members of the public access through the 
 School building at all times? I am not sure on legislation in respect to 
 schools but just wonder could we be in breach of child safeguarding if 
 the right of way is enforceable.”  
 

1.12 Observations and Comments of users 
 
 There was 1 main claimant who submitted: 
  
 One correctly completed form WCA 5 (application to modify the 
 Definitive Map). 
 
 Correctly completed form WCA 7 (confirming that the main claimant 
 has served notice on the owner / occupiers). 
 



 8 correctly completed evidence forms, all showing a minimum of 20 
 years use, al claiming the route as a footpath. 
 
 Mrs Judith Watkins stated that she had walked the route regularly for 
 over 25 years prior to 1991. 
 
 Mr William Foley stated that he had walked the route every year for 31 
 years prior to 1991 and stated that there was a gate at the footbridge in 
 Abercanaid. 
 
 Mr Philip Watkins stated that he had walked the route regularly for over 
 35 years prior to 1991 and stated that there was a gate at the 
 Abercanaid footbridge. 
 
 Mr Kenneth Deen stated he had walked and ridden the path regularly 
 for over 30 years prior to 1991 and stated that there was a gate at the 
 Abercanaid footbridge. 
 
 Mr Malcolm Howells stated that he had walked the path regularly for 
 over 35 years prior to 1991 and stated that there was no obstruction 
 and that some improvement at Furnace Row was needed. He would 
 walk this route for pleasure. 
 
 Mr Paul Richards stated that he had walked the path regularly for over 
 35 years prior to 1991. 
 
 Mr Arthur Morris stated that he had walked the path regularly for over 
 40 years prior to 1991. 
 
 Mr Gwyn Trailor (Deceased) stated that he had walked the route all the 
 time for over 40 years prior to 1991. 
 
 Following the distribution of the Investigation Report in January 2014, 
 the following letter was received from a resident, Ann Williams, residing 
 near to the claimed right of way: 
 
 “I am writing regarding your letter and pack which is dated 8th January 
 2014, concerning the right of way behind my property. 
 
 I am recording my concerns about this and do not agree that it should 
 be a right of way, these are:- 
 

1. The applications were put in 1991 it is now 2014, which I find 
astonishing for all these years to go before any action has been 
taken, especially as one of the people has since sadly passed 
away.  Had I known of this application or that there was a right of 
way below me I would not have purchased this property.  

2. SECURITY will be an issue for all of us residing here, we have the 
Taff Trail to the front of the homes which is very popular for people 
walking, sponsored events and bike riders.  However, all of us living 



here have suffered damage to our vehicles such as locks super 
glued, slashed tyres, damaged wing mirrors and scratches and 
dents.  There has been little point reporting it as unless seen there 
was no chance finding out who did these things.  If the right of way 
is granted we will also have people walking behind us where there 
is very little chance to see them due to fences etc., however as 
known people do not always stick to the rules of just walking along 
the path and will be able to walk up to our properties if they so 
wished, and as such security for us all will be a big issue especially 
for the single women living alone. 

3. CRIMINAL INTENT – as above for those who wish to partake in 
criminal acts whether in the village or to our properties there will be 
little chance of catching them as they would be able to run through 
and go into gardens.  And as such we would be unable to see them 
in other properties whereas in the front there is at least more 
chance of them being seen as we all  look out for each other’s 
properties. 

4. TEENAGERS – there has already been complaints from villagers 
regarding teenagers drinking, taking drugs and gathering in groups, 
which is extremely hard for the police to deal with especially now 
due to cuts in council funding.  However if a right of way is given 
there is a high possibility that teenagers will be able to gather by the 
river anywhere on the footpath walk up in the trees then you have 
such problems as fire setting, drug taking and drinking.  How is this 
going to be policed and monitored? 

5. QUADS AND MOTOR BIKES – these are a problem on the Taff 
Trail already which the police are trying their best to deal with.  
However they still remain a problem if a right of way is granted 
below us who are then going to police this aspect and prevent 
quads and bikes from using it and going up and over the ground as 
they do opposite us.  What expense will this add to police funding to 
police and monitor this issue? 

6. SECURE GATES – if a right of way is granted I would like a letter 
from the council stating that secure livestock gates will be placed 
and maintained by the council at each end of the ground and if any 
livestock were to get out due to damaged or gates not being 
maintained the council will be liable for any damage or injury that 
may occur.  These gates would also be one method of keeping 
bikes and quads out. 
I look forward to hearing your reply and what the outcome of this 
matter is. A Williams”. 
 

Following the distribution of the Investigation Report in January 2014, the 
following emails were received from residents residing near to the claimed 
right of way: 
 
Pam Humphreys 

 
 “In reply to your letter and enclosures dated 8th January, I have read 
 and am delighted that this right of way may be again re-opened.  When 



 I first discovered it in about 2004 ish, I couldn’t walk along it as it was 
 overgrown, I went a little way but it became too difficult so I thought I 
 would leave it until the undergrowth had died back.  I asked quite a few 
 people if it was a footpath, but nobody I spoke with could give me an 
 answer.   
 
 I didn’t realise that this footpath was an unrecorded right of way so 
 thought I had better not trespass.  At a later date, whilst throwing sticks 
 in the river under the flyover for my dog, a gentleman walked 
 purposefully past towards this path as if he knew where he was going.  
 He was horrified to find that the path had been fenced off and no 
 access was available.  We thought that maybe the council had closed 
 it.  This gentleman said it was a route he had always taken in the past 
 as it was an established footpath and couldn’t understand why it was 
 fenced off. 
 
 To add to the fencing off, I don’t know if it has anything to do with a 
 man I once found trying to fence off the steep path up from the river to 
 under the flyover.  I was amazed because his fencing was going across 
 to my land, also.  I told him that it was a much used path and it 
 shouldn’t be closed off, but he insisted on doing it offering to put either 
 a gate or a style there, if it was a gate he would give me a key?  
 However, it transpired that he put a style and fencing which must have 
 annoyed some people because a day later somebody came along and 
 sawed the wood away and kicked the style away, too.  I can only 
 suppose the fencing was put in by the same man who has fenced off 
 right along the trail to Furnace Row, saying it was his land. 
 
 Anyway, to get back to the matter in hand, I would be delighted if this 
 path could be made a public right of way as I would derive great 
 pleasure, as I am sure many other people who were used to using it 
 would,  in being able to walk along the river towards Troedyrhiw, as the 
 map you have provided displays.  It is very sad and unfortunate that it 
 has been fenced off. 
 
 Look forward to hearing about any further developments .Pam 
 Humphreys” 
 
Philip Watkins 
 
 “There are several things to consider about footpath 118 from 
 Troedyrhiw to Abercanaid the first is that it is probably a bridal way, I 
 used to cycle down from the Canal bank and come along this route so 
 there was nothing to stop anybody also riding an Horse. 
 The route is along the top of the sewer pipe owned by the water board 
 not by the owner of the land adjacent to it,   he and his  Horses should 
 not be allowed to intimidate people from using this route, you should 
 confirm this and demand that the Horses are fenced off from it. 
 Before the Canal bank was tarmacked it was often a quagmire with 
 puddles the size of fishponds  ,you may not have know that, therefore 



 route 118 was often the preferred way because  it was made of 
 concrete no mud for the most part. I would like to know what you think 
 of the points I have made, regards from Philip Watkins.” 
 
1.13 Other evidence in relation to this route 
 
 The section of this route from Cardiff Street south is depicted as 
 footpath 45 in the 1979 draft survey of rights of way and it is described 
 as “F.P. commences B.R. 43 and proceeds along path in a north 
 westerly direction following river bank, crossing stream, continues 
 through gate to playing fields then by 1m wide tarmac path to its 
 termination at gate, on the south western end of footbridge crossing 
 river taff.” 
 
 The section of this route from Cardiff Street south is depicted as 
 footpath 45 in the 1991 draft survey of rights of way. 
 
 The section of the route to the north of Cardiff road has been diverted 
 on the ground when the Abercanaid School was constructed. 

2.0 ASSESSMENT 

 
2.1 This assessment is to assist Councillors in determining the application 

before them today; an application to modify the Definitive Map and 
Statement by recording the route known as Troedyrhiw 118. 

2.2 Status 

PRoW can be claimed as a Footpath, Bridleway, Restricted Byway or 
BOAT.  

 
Officers must investigate the claim at the highest status substantiated 
by the evidence; the investigation could conclude that the route does 
not exist. 

  
 User and historic evidence demonstrate use of this route as a footpath. 
 
2.3 Period of Use to be Considered 
 
 In the absence of any challenge to the right of way in question, the 

normal period looked at for the purpose of the establishment of the 
right of way for long user is 20 years prior to the date of the application 
itself. In this case Officers consider that it would be the period between 
the 17th September 1971 and 16th September 1991; user evidence 
exists for this period.  

 
 Councillors will note from the Report before them that the path has 

been enjoyed by the public as of right and without interruption for a full 
period of twenty years and the way deemed to have been dedicated as 
a highway, as there is insufficient evidence that there was no intention 
during that period to dedicate it. 



 
 During the relevant period for consideration the route has been 

available for public use. 
 
2.4 The Line of the Route 
 

The route is discernible on the ground; although it must be noted that 
the section in the vicinity of the school follows a new layout as does a 
section to the north of Cardiff Street. 
 

2.5 Historical and Other Evidence 
 

Sections of the route have been depicted on a number of cartographic 
sources. Depiction of this route on the various maps as described in 
the body of this Report indicates that a track / path existed at that 
particular time; it is not indicative of public rights on the route. It is, 
however, evidence of the existence of the track / path and the way in 
which this claimed route links with other routes. 

 
A section of the route is depicted on an aerial photograph.  
 

2.6 User Evidence 
 

Councillors are requested to take into account user evidence as 
described above. 

 
2.7 Landowners and Other Interested Parties 
 
 Welsh Water stated that the footpath in Abercanaid is not affected by 
 the route shown on the plan. 

3.0 SUMMARY 

 
3.1 Councillors will note from the Report before them that the path has 
 been enjoyed by the public as of right and without interruption for a full 
 period of twenty years and the way deemed to have been dedicated as 
 a highway. There is insufficient evidence that there was no intention 
 during that period to dedicate it. 
 
3.2 Officers have presented historic as well as user evidence for the 

existence of this route as a footpath. 
 
3.3 Officers consider that the evidence above establishes the existence of 

the rights now claimed, i.e. over the relevant period and at all material 
times before it.        

 
3.4 Taking all of the above into account and in conjunction with the 

historical evidence, the interviews with claimants, it is evident that a 
right of way does exist over this route. 

 



3.5 It is concluded that on the balance of probabilities all the requirements 
of S. 31(1) and (2) Highways Act 1980 have been met for the route 
included on the application. It is considered that a presumption of 
dedication has arisen and that this presumption has not been rebutted 
by sufficient evidence of lack of intention to dedicate by the landowner 
of any part of the route. An Order to modify the Definitive Map and 
Statement could therefore be made under S 53 (3)(b) Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981. 

 
3.6 Councillors will note that at Point D, the route crosses the maintainable 
 highway at Cardiff Street. Officers have therefore split the route in two; 
 one section lying to the north of Cardiff Street and the other section 
 lying to the south of Cardiff Street. The section to the north of Cardiff 
 Street is to be known as Troedyrhiw 118 and the section to the south of 
 Cardiff Street is to be known as Troedyrhiw 18 
 
3.7 Officers therefore recommend that a footpath be recorded on the 
 Definitive Map and Statement as depicted on the Plan, Troedyrhiw 118 
 and as described above. 

 
3.8 If approved, the route will be recorded as Troedyrhiw 118 in the north 
 and Troedyrhiw 18 in the south. 

4.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATION(S) 

 
4.1 Officer time is involved in investigating the route and writing the report.  
 If Councillors determine that the public right of way exists, there will be 
 a financial implication in advertising the Order and also for dealing with 
 the Public Inquiry if an Order is made and there is an objection to it. 
 
4.2 If the Order is confirmed, there will be a financial implication in that the 
 route will need to signed.  
 
4.3 As Councillors are aware, financial implications are not to be 
 considered by the Committee when determining this application as the 
 County Borough Council has a statutory duty to make an Order if it 
 believes that there is sufficient evidence to support it. 

5.0 EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

 
5.1 An Equality Impact Assessment has been prepared for the purpose of 
 this report and no negative effects have been identified at this stage. 
 

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS that  
 

6.1 Taking into consideration all of the evidence which has been provided, 
 including historical documents, Councillors are asked to confirm: - 

 
6.2. In respect of Troedyrhiw 118:  



 

a) On the balance of probabilities there is sufficient evidence to 
 support that the route marked with a bold black line between 
 Points A – B – C – D on the plan, Troedyrhiw 118, has been 
 used for such period so as to raise presumption that it has been 
 dedicated as a footpath, and that the evidence has not been 
 rebutted by other evidence. 

 
b) On confirming (a) above to approve the making of a Definitive 

 Map Modification Order to show Troedyrhiw 118 as a footpath. 

 
c)  To approve the confirmation of the Definitive Map Modification 

 Order made as a result of (b) above provided no objections or 
 representations are made within the prescribed period or if any 
 objections or representations so made are withdrawn. 

 
d)  If any objections or representations are made within the 

 prescribed period and not subsequently withdrawn then to refer 
 the relevant Order to the Planning Inspectorate for 
 determination. 

 
6.3. In respect of Troedyrhiw 18  

 
a) On the balance of probabilities there is sufficient evidence to 

 support that the route marked with a bold black line between 
 Points D – E – F - G on the plan, Troedyrhiw 118, has been 
 used for such period so as to raise presumption that it has been 
 dedicated as a footpath, and that the evidence has not been 
 rebutted by other evidence. 

b)  On confirming (a) above to approve the making of a Definitive 
 Map Modification Order to show Troedyrhiw 18 as a footpath. 
 

c)  To approve the confirmation of the Definitive Map Modification 
 Order made as a result of (b) above provided no objections or 
 representations are made within the prescribed period or if any 
 objections or representations so made are withdrawn. 

d)  If any objections or representations are made within the 
 prescribed period and not subsequently withdrawn then to refer 
 the relevant Order to the Planning Inspectorate for 
 determination. 

 
 
 
ELLIS COOPER 
CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER SERVICES  
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